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BRIEF DESCRIPTION

A new RFID reader authentication protocol that allows efficient and timely check of revocation status of the
reader’s certificate.

FULL DESCRIPTION

Revocation checking of RFID readers is a challenging problem due to the passive nature of RFID tags and
cost sensitivity in RFID applications. The lack of constant power and online connection to a trusted server on
RFID tags makes them vulnerable against readers with revoked privileges. Today, this problem becomes
even more urgent with the use of RFID technology in privacy and security sensitive applications like RFID
credit cards or e-passports.

The main challenge in solving the revoked reader problem in RFID systems is due to the fact that the RFID
tags are passive devices without any self-sustaining power source. In other words, RFID tags are only alive
when they are being read and they solely depend on the readers for their view of world (e.g., current time and
date). However, this makes the revocation of readers challenging as the RFID tag relies on the reader itself to
acquire the current date and be sure that, as of the day of reading, the presented certificate is not expired
and it is not listed in the up-to-date revocation list. This opens the door for revoked reader attacks as an
expired certificate and/or an old certificate revocation list (CRL) would not be noticed by any tag as long as
the reader reports a time in history where both the certificate and the CRL was valid as the current time to the
tag.

In this invention, a new way of authenticating RFID readers which allows efficient and timely check of
revocation status in the process is proposed. The two differentiators of this invention compared to the existing
techniques are two fold: (1) An efficient way of checking whether a given certificate is on a CRL or not, with
constant communication overhead between a RFID tag and a reader. (2) a new protocol that allows the
owner of an RFID tag to verify the current date reported to the tag by the reader is indeed correct.
Achievement of the former advantage is made by way of using hash chains and cryptographic signatures and
the latter advantage by attaching a low power, flexible and ultra-thin display to the RFID tag, which can easily
be powered by the energy absorbed via a RFID antenna without a need for any secondary power source or
change in current RFID specifications.

SUGGESTED USES

The invention can be used in many domains where RFID tags carrying private or valuable information.
Immediate examples for such uses are RFID-equipped passports, and credit cards.

ADVANTAGES

Compared to traditional CRLs, which require communication overhead and storage, this invention has
constant communication overhead between the tag and the reader. The invention solves the reader
revocation problem that is left unsolved by the prior art. Compared to prior art, this invention provides solid
and quantifiable security guarantees for a given time CRL issuance interval.
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